The ADMX Sidecar cavity and receiver-chain ¹ CHRISTIAN BOUTAN, University of Washington, ADMX COLLABORATION — The Axion Dark Matter eXperiment (ADMX) searches for dark-matter axions by looking for their resonant conversion to microwave photons in a strong magnetic field. If ADMX rules out axions in the 500MHz - 2GHz frequency range, new technologies and cavity geometries will need to be explored to find higher mass axions. ADMX Sidecar is a higher frequency pathfinder experiment that uses a miniature resonant cavity to search for axions in the 2 GHz - 10 GHz frequency range. The Sidecar cavity shares the magnetic field and cryogenics of the main experiment but the data pipeline and receiver-chain are new and independent of the existing infrastructure. Unlike the main experiment, which uses gear-boxes and fiberglass shafts to translate the motion of room temperature motors into the cryogenic space, piezoelectric motors are used to adjust the Sidecar tuning rod position and antenna depth. Here I discuss the design, construction and status of ADMX Sidecar.
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